
The Business Owner Who Can See Around Corners: 
What It Takes to Be a Successful Business


Words of wisdom by Jay Abraham 

“You can ignore reality, but you cannot ignore the consequences of 
ignoring reality.” 


The problem every business owner has is that they are a bit 
confused, anxious, stressed, and uncertain with too much 
information while everything is changing so quickly.  You can't afford 
to keep dealing with all the changes, competition, and technologies 
with yesterday's tools. Whether you like it or not, you must keep 
growing and keep utilizing all the best new tools, media, and ways to 
reach and impact your market. If you don’t, you will lose.  


You have to be able to understand what's happening in your 
business life. Whenever you face problems in business, those 
problems have hidden within them opportunities so big and powerful 
that they dwarf the problem… but you have to be able to identify the 
opportunity. 


The greatest success stories are those who recognized a problem 
and turned it into an opportunity for a marketplace. 


ACUITY AND FORESIGHT: 


You, as a business owner, need two 
things: Acuity and Foresight. Acuity means having the ability to grasp 
objectively what is going on. Foresight is the ability to see where 
things are going. Thus, the necessary commitment you have to make 
is that you have to everyday be willing to read, watch, and listen to 
30-40 minutes worth of knowledge. 


You want to engage with things that are not informative, but rather 



transformative; things that are going to help you take action. You 
have to monitor what your competitors are doing. You have to 
commit yourself to grow. You can grow by going to seminars, 
reading quality magazines, practicing the skills you learn – just to 
name a few possibilities. 


Every business owner needs to spend 30 minutes a day or more 
reading books that teach skills, critical thinking, strategy, marketing, 
psychology, and more. If you do this 30 minutes a day, you will you 
will consume about 50 books a year. If your competitors are reading 
nothing and you're reading 50 books a year, that's a huge advantage 
you now have. 


STRATEGIC THINKING: 


Interestingly, what almost no business person does is think 
accurately and strategically about the long-term actions their 
organization needs to do to survive and thrive. What they tend to do 
is be tactical. 


Yet, tactics are nothing more than the actions you take to perform 
your strategy. Without a strategy or long-term game plan, you’re 
living day to day… week to week …cash flow to cash flow… and you 
can never put in place a sophisticated process that will grow and 
sustain your success and competitive superiority. So, you need a 
strategy that grows yourself and your team. 


ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE: 


Information is useless unless it is acted upon. That means you have 
to transform it into knowledge that makes it actionable. You can't 
just have a lot of information. That doesn't get you anywhere. 
Transforming that information into action steps (and then taking them 
and testing) is how you grow. 


Many business owners talk to other people who don't have updated 



knowledge …which really means they have deteriorating knowledge. 
They are either at the same, or at a lower, level. However, you don't 
want to be the smartest person in your group. 


If you're the smartest person in your group, you're not growing. You 
want to surround yourself with people who are more knowledgeable; 
more progressive; more technological capable; better marketers; 
better strategists; better at sales; and more. You want to do this so 
you can observe, learn and grow. 


FORWARD THINKING:  

In most industries today, the available knowledge grows at about 15 
percent a year. Over five years, if you don’t gain that knowledge, 
your business could be obsolete. You have to force yourself to grow, 
to be current and to always be looking forward. If you don’t, you end 
up regressing and going backwards. 


Often, it’s not what you don't know that causes you the most pain in 
business; it's what you think you know that usually causes the most 
damage. You don’t want to have a close-minded mindset. Many 
people just keep operating the way they normally operate and 
repeating the same actions, thinking and approaches that didn’t 
work yesterday. Don’t let this be you. 


FOCUS:  

Most small business people try to do many things at the same time. 
Yet, there is countless research showing that multitasking doesn't 
exist. All it means is you're doing a bad job at everything you're 
doing because you're not concentrating. 


A research study recently took 9,000 people and proved that if the 
participants concentrated on one thing at a time, they were around 
400 percent more effective. 




The lesson here is that trying to do nine things at the same time may 
seem like a skill, but you're better off prioritizing. Ask yourself: 
What's the first most important thing to do and focus on? What’s the 
second? What’s the third? Do this and start focusing. You will 
achieve a lot more. 


DISCRIMINATION: 


When you’re trying to gain knowledge, you have to judge between 
dubious assumptions and factual, valuable information. You do this 
by seeing who is respected, who has endorsed it, the background of 
the person who's authored it, and more. 


If the assumptions that you use to guide your business or your life 
are incorrect, flawed, or based on false information then everything 
that flows from it is flawed and it’s not going to work. 


You have to be very clear about who you listen to, who you trust, and 
why. Most business owners don't have or use enough discrimination. 


EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE: 


To be successful in business, on top of everything we’ve already 
suggested here, you need to be aware of your emotions. Most 
business owners are so stressed and are unable to deal with their 
emotions, so they make reactive decisions based on fear. 


Leaders and business owners that really achieve significant things 
are aware of their emotions so they don’t make dumb, irrational, or 
fear-based decisions. 


Suppose an issue arises in your business – or even your personal life 
– that results in a huge obstacle. The average person will react 
emotionally, trying to find someone to blame, venting about how 
terrible everything is, getting lost in the thoughts of what could’ve 
happened if things went another way. 




The successful person, on the other hand, will accept the reality of 
the situation, give him or herself 5 minutes to be upset, clear their 
mind, then direct their focus towards assessing the issue at hand, 
formulating the next move to make. You need to be calm, grounded, 
and strategic. 


SELF-AWARENESS: 


You have to develop what's called “self-awareness”. That means you 
have to develop the ability to look clearly within and see yourself. 
Notice the beliefs that are driving your actions, the actions you're 
taking, and whether they are appropriate or whether they are based 
on flawed beliefs. 


If 80 percent of the ideas, suggestions, and recommendations 
someone makes to you are outside your belief system and you reject 
them, you should probably be aware of that. 


If your mindset thinks “that can't work for me” or “I don't like that” or 
“I don't want to do that” or “I've tried it one way and that didn't 
work”… then you got to ask questions. 


Is the problem in your business the market? Is it competition? Is it 
new media? Or, perhaps, it’s your mindset? 


This is very important to consider. Carefully watch your thoughts. Be 
very aware of what you're thinking. What you’re thinking become 
your words, and your words become your actions. Consider and 
judge the actions you take because they'll become habits. You want 
to be very careful not to let negativity drive your reality. 


Today, problems aren't necessarily problems. You have greater 
opportunity than almost ever before. You just have to recognize how 
to harness and take advantage of that opportunity. 




MASTERMINDING:  

To make success more probable for you and your business, create a 
mastermind network for yourself. This is a group of other forward 
thinking business owners from other industries and other businesses 
that meet with some weekly or monthly regularity to discuss what 
they're doing and what they’ve learned. 


If you have 10 different business owners get together for a couple 
hours and share their big ideas, you are going to multiply your 
knowledge based by ten times. 


Plus, one of the biggest problems many entrepreneurs have is that 
they worry alone. When you worry with others, they show you how 
much more is possible and they give ideas for solving your 
problems. 


So, form a group of people who have shared vision, open 
mindedness, different points of view, willingness to grow, and a 
desire to transform all the turbulence and change that's going on 
into an advantage. 


LEADERSHIP: 


Before you become a leader, success is all about growing yourself. 
Once you become a leader success is all about growing others. 


Most small business owners have small teams and they're not 
always the top performers. They're not always highly paid. Often 
they get frustrated because they think they're not greatly talented or 
that they're not motivated. Yet, part of the problem is that the 
business owner is not committed to growing the team.


Research shows that a majority of small business people only get 20 
percent of the capability, performance, creativity and contribution 
output that their team could make simply because the business 
owner doesn’t help them grow or encourage them. Become more of 



a leader by helping your team grow and succeed. 


You can achieve far greater success but no one can do it for you. 
You have to show up for yourself, your business, your team and your 
family. 


You CAN do it and it’s up to you to take the action. 




18 Marketing Mistakes Most Businesses Make  
(And How to Correct Them) 

Words of wisdom by Jay Abraham 

If you want to be competitive and superior in your marketing, you 
must avoid the main marketing mistakes that businesses make. 


Think carefully about whether you are guilty of any of these mistakes 
– and if you are, I’m going to give some insight into how to correct 
them…


1. Not Testing All Your Concepts, Approaches, and Assumptions:  

Most entrepreneurs come up with ideas and put everything 
behind that idea without trying out and testing many possible 
ways of doing things. Typically, one way of doing something – 
whether it’s a promotion, headline, sales approach, risk reversal – 
tested against another approach almost always will show one of 
the approaches out-producing the other by 2x, 3x, even 4x. 


If you fail to constantly try new approaches against your current 
approaches, you’re severely limiting your growth. Most 
companies and entrepreneurs decide what they are going to do 
and just do it instead of trying different approaches and seeing 
which one outperforms the rest by the markets positive response. 


You should be testing a lot of different things: Headlines, 
premises, positioning, risk reversal, price, and much more. If you 
don’t do this, you’ll never discover breakthroughs.


2. Not Running Direct Response Advertising:  

Most businesses run institutional ads. They are ads that just make 
a statement versus ads that are trying to get the best possible 



prospects to connect with them. If you run institutional ads, you 
are accomplishing very little for your money. 


You want every ad you run online, offline, pay-per-click and so on 
to always connect to a proposition that is designed to get a 
prospect to respond. A response could be: A call to discuss; 
Coming in to a store to get the best price; Opting into an email 
list; Buying today for a discount; or something that produces an 
immediate response so your prospect takes action now.


3. Not Clearly Differentiating and Distinguishing Your Business, 
Product or Service from All the Rest: 

If you can’t make your market see your superiority or difference, 
you’re making yourself a commodity and you have no advantage. 
There are many ways to differentiate your product, service or 
business. 


You can: Establish preeminence; Give greater risk reversal; Add 
more bonuses/services/products to the proposition than the 
competition; Give longer guarantees or performance warranties; 
Share the reason why your product/service is designed to 
perform better, look better, produce greater results and so on. 


These are just a few ways to differentiate yourself. Remember: If 
you don’t have an advantage, then all you’re selling is a 
commodity.


4. Not Having a Backend Product or Service:  

Many companies sell one basic product or service. They spend all 
their money trying to find buyers, they sell them the product or 
service, and they have nothing else to sell. 


You’ve already built and developed goodwill, trust, and a 
relationship. Figure out what other products or services your 
buyer buys either before, during, or after they buy your product or 
service, and if you don’t have the ability to create that product or 



service – partner with somebody else. It could be more profitable 
to you than your main business. 


Business owners tend to put their marketing expense, advertising 
expense, and everything into the first effort to attract and sell that 
initial buyer, and if you don’t have a continuous stream of 
products and services to sell, again, partner with other people 
who have products or service to sell that are complimentary. You 
could even partner with people that have products or services 
that are somewhat competitive. 


How? Certain people don’t buy your product and still come to 
you, and if you have an alternative product that is either higher or 
lower priced, you can make money either way. Yet, if you don’t 
focus on greater optimizing and monetizing the value of a one-
time buyer, you are leaving enormous sales, profits, and 
opportunities on the table.


5. Not Clearly Understanding and Recognizing What Your 
Prospect’s Needs, Desires, and Definition of Value Is:  

As an entrepreneur, it’s important to learn to understand, 
appreciate, and recognize what your potential buyer is really 
thinking and going through when they come to you to consider a 
purchase. The more you can show them you appreciate, respect, 
and empathize with them, the more you will relate with them. 


The word value means different things to different people. You 
need to examine how different buyers define value because what 
you think might be a great value, they may not – and you may not 
be providing what they think is a great value. 


Until you understand what they value and what they define value 
as, you will never make the maximum amount from everything 
you do.


6. Not Using Education to Solve Business Problems:  



When you have a problem such as inventory that isn’t selling, a 
service that isn’t doing well, and so on, you have to be able to 
educate your market to appreciate the value or you will never sell 
your problem and get out of it. 


If you have a huge inventory of some item and it’s not selling, you 
can’t just say “half price”. To get your inventory valued high 
enough to be desirable, you must educate your prospects and 
clients. 


Denominate the value. Tell the story. Explain the reason why. Give 
a reason to act now.


7. Not Making Doing Business with Your Company Easy, 
Appealing, and Fun:  

The biggest mistake many companies make is they make doing 
business with them difficult, hard, unpleasant, unreliable, and they 
don’t make it respectable. 


If you really want to lead your field and industry, you need to 
make doing business with your company easy, predictable, 
reliable, respectable, and dependable. You have to make the 
client feel like they are important. The way to do this is to deliver 
and treat them as important.


8. Not Understanding and Utilizing Reason Why:  

Everything needs to be done for a reason. If you think people 
should buy from you instead of competitors, what is the reason 
why? If your product is a superior quality or a better value for the 
money, you must explain the reason why. If people should buy 
your product instead of an alternative type of product, what’s the 
reason why? 


If you give greater support, or service, or warranty, or bonuses – 
why and how do you do it? 




If you don’t help the other person understand the reasons why 
they should buy from you… or the reasons why your product is 
superior… or the reasons why your company will better support 
them… or the reasons why your guarantee is better… or the 
reasons why people will benefit more from your product over any 
other… or the reasons why your product is a better economic 
value…then the other person won’t appreciate it on their own. 


"Reason Why" is a universal principle that needs to be 
understood and incorporated into everything you do.


9. Not Targeting Your Market or Your Messaging to the Right 
Market: 

A lot of business owners go after everybody when in fact there is 
a small segment of the market that is the real prospect. 


There are many tools with online marketing you can use to target, 
but if you aren’t focusing on the highest and best prospects… if 
you aren’t focusing the highest and best message or 
proposition… if you aren’t giving them the highest and best call to 
take action…you are making your efforts underperform.


10.Not Capturing or Strategically Utilizing Your Database:  

You should be constantly collecting emails, texts, phone numbers, 
addresses, and more, and then you should able to have a 
customer relationship management system (or at least a manual 
system) that tells you about who has inquired, who has bought, 
where prospects and customers came from, and more so you can 
use that data to make more money. 


If you know somebody inquired but never bought, you can follow 
up by phone, email, and/or text. If you see the majority of your 
buyers are coming from one media or one source, you can start 
concentrating more of your effort, media, and money. If you see 
there are people that bought one item and there are logical 
expansion products/services they could buy, you can do that. 




However, you can’t do any of that if you don’t collect their 
information, correlate to what they purchased and where they 
came from, and have a system of constantly working all of those 
prospects and buyers.


11.Not Being Strategic and Operating Tactically:  

Being tactical is when you don’t have a long-term strategy that is 
guiding everything you do. If you do whatever you have to for the 
moment – such as running an ad or sale, or sending somebody 
out to knock on doors, or buying a bit of pay-per-click – you likely 
don’t have a strategy that is coordinated together and your 
message is likely all over the place. 


When you’re tactical, you don’t do things continuously. You do 
some things sometimes, you don’t do some things other times, 
and if something works you don’t repeat it. This is being tactical 
and it’s very costly. If you’re erratic, all over the place, occasional, 
or use different messages that don’t work together, the result is 
very minimal. 


You should be strategic. This means you have a master game 
plan and the only activities you ever do are tactics that are 
advancing, enhancing, and consistent with your long-term 
strategy.


12.Not Having an Integrated Marketing or Sales System:  

In the marketing and/or sales cycle, you have prospects that you 
have to work on continuously to move to buyers. You get buyers 
you work on to be repeat buyers. You get repeat buyers you work 
on to give you referrals. 


If you don’t build a system that is continuous, you lose half or 
more of your profit potential. You need to develop an integrated 
marketing and/or sales system to accomplish this.




13.Not Incorporating Digital Marketing into Everything You Do 
for All Your Sales and Marketing Efforts:  

Enough people are online and on social media. You need to use 
these channels as well as your normal selling efforts. You can’t do 
this if you don’t build email lists and followers. 


If you fail to incorporate continuous digital marketing and social 
media marketing, you will have a lesser success than you 
deserve. You have to use all the media astutely and strategically.


14.Not Using and Refining Different Forms of Selling:  

In selling situations, a lot of people shoot from the hip. Instead, 
you need to carefully think through what you’re trying to 
accomplish; what your message is; how you will establish 
leadership and a relationship with prospects; how you’re going to 
move that prospect to a buyer; and so on. 


Most people don’t do this. When they teach their salespeople 
selling, often they only teach them product knowledge and/or 
product information without teaching them consultative selling, 
advisory selling and leadership selling. If you don’t carefully think 
through what you’re trying to accomplish, including every step, 
and what it’s supposed to do to move someone from interest to 
strong interest, to buying to buying bigger or more – you will not 
get the outcome you want. 


If you just do what you’re going to do and you don’t think of 
strategic selling, you will not get a great outcome. If you’re not 
getting a great outcome, it’s not your salespeople’s fault – it’s the 
fault of the leadership that has not provided the salespeople with 
great leadership-based selling skills.


15.Not Being Willing to Change:  

Many business owners stay stuck doing what works and never try 



to identify, develop or discover breakthroughs that work better 
and that can replace, or be added to, current approaches. 


Breakthroughs come from constantly experimenting, trying new 
approaches, new markets, new messages, and new media. If 
you’re not doing this regularly you will never find breakthroughs – 
and if you don’t find breakthroughs, sooner or later the approach 
you’re depending on will erode, stop working, and you will be in 
trouble. 


Always remember, the time to find breakthroughs is when your 
business is stable, not when it’s in trouble.


16.Not Reinvesting Your Profits in Talent:  

The key to most successful businesses is investing in talent. This 
could mean more selling ability, more internet marketing ability, 
more relationship building ability, more product development or 
product sourcing ability, etc. 


Most entrepreneurs have low respect and regard for the value of 
their team without realizing the most valuable asset they have is 
their talent. 


Your team can be made up to 5x more powerful and productive. 
You should hire people that are smarter than you because you 
own the business. Give them a chance to grow. Give them a 
chance to be rewarded. Every time you make an extra $20,000, 
hire somebody who can make you $200,000 more. That is how 
great companies grow.


17.Not Knowing and Taking Advantage of The Lifetime Value 
of Buyers:  

When you learn how much a buyer can be worth to you in profit 
over the course of a year, 3 years, or a lifetime, you can look at 
what you do differently. With people who buy many repeat 
products, the sooner you get the first sale, the sooner you get the 



second sale, and the third, and the fourth and onward. 


In this case, you may not even worry about making profit initially; 
you spend all the initial profit on advertising, commission, or 
whatever it takes to start the relationship because you can make 
all your money on the second, third, fourth sales and so on. 


If you don’t know how much a buyer is worth, and if you don’t 
know different values of different kinds of buyers, and if you don’t 
know different values of different buyers that come from different 
sources (e.g. advertising, referral, online, offline), then you can’t 
maximize your profit generating capabilities.


18.Not Maximizing Your Assets, Relationships, Opportunities 
and Resources:  

If you have relationships that have access to lots of buyers that 
could buy from you… if you have individuals who buy one thing 
from you that could buy more of what you offer… if you have 
proof that a certain type of media produces great results but 
you’re currently spending a limited amount on it… 


…if you don’t measure and monitor different sources of buyers, 
different kinds of buyers and what different combination of buyers 
are worth…then you can’t really make all the money your 
business is trying to earn for you. You can’t maximize assets, 
relationships, opportunities, and resources until you know what 
they are.




Testing 1-2-3: A Short Primer on the Many  
Marketing Tests You Can Conduct 

Words of wisdom by Jay Abraham 

There are many different ways you can test. 


If you have a sales force, you can test with different salespeople. You 
can test one approach against another. You can test one position 
against another. You can test one package against another. You can 
test one price against another. 


If you’re at a trade show and you have a booth, you can try one 
approach for half the day and another approach for the other half of 
the day. You could test one sign for a part of the day, and another 
sign for the rest of the day. 


If you run ads online you can test different ads with different 
headlines or different propositions. Most ads will take somebody to a 
landing page, and you can test different landing pages. When you’re 
testing, you want to test the headline first. Your headline should 
always express the benefit – not the feature. Your headline should 
telegraph the advantage, outcome, and/or result that the prospect 
gets. 


Then, you should test the proposition. How are you presenting your 
product or service? 


You should then test the proof. How do you prove that your 
proposition and/or your product performs – or – performs better? 
You could do this via testimonials, endorsements, news, and more. 




Next, test your risk reversal. How do you put your company behind 
your product or service so strongly that the prospective buyer feels 
confident about buying? 


If you use direct mail, you can test sending a thousand letters one 
way, and a thousand letters another way. If you use the telephone 
you can test 50 calls one way and 50 calls another way. If you call on 
companies you can make five presentations one way and five 
presentations another. 


These are just the tip of the testing iceberg. Start quickly, efficiently, 
conservatively, and inexpensively testing every aspect of your 
marketing and business. 



